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covering events worldwide

we don’t just put the floor in... we take the worry out

rent? buy? whatever suits

From the London 2012 Olympic Games to Formula One Grand Prix in Singapore and Melbourne, rock concerts and festivals.
Big names such as U2, Pearl Jam, AC/DC, Billy Joel, Elton John, Foo Fighters, Bee Gees, Paul Mc Cartney and The Rolling Stones
have all benefited by being able to hold concerts in stadiums protected by Profloor products.

RENT
We work hard to make this easy and provide the option that suits you best. ‘Dry hire’ means you pick up the floor, install it yourself
and bring it back for cleaning. Alternatively we offer a turnkey service where we deliver, install, manage, remove and clean...
all for the one simple square metre rate.

Whatever size. Whatever surface. Whatever style. If your event matters to you and you want it to run smoothly, we have the very
best portable floor solutions - in the world.
Our professional service includes site inspections and expert advice. We sell. We rent. We install. We remove. We clean up. We leave no mess.
We give grass the very best chance of survival by using grass-friendly plastic as opposed to heat transmitting metal trackway and our
products are so simple to use, you could leave it to the kids.
Installation and removal is fast and efficient and we have a wide range of colour options, perfect for branding or blending with
the landscape. Profloor products are a more cost effective option as a temporary roadway than the old methods such as crushed rock,
plywood, steel or aluminium.

BUY
If you hold events on an ongoing basis, it is smart business to consider purchasing your own extremely durable, easy to maintain floor.
Our professional staff will help you make the right decision to suit your long term needs.

we manufacture
We don’t just supply and install, uniquely in this market, we also manufacture all of our own product either in Australia or in Europe.
So you can be sure you aren’t just getting the best service, but also the very best assurance of product quality.

yes, we install!

lightweight to heavyduty

Your first step is a phone call. Our extensive experience means we know the questions
to ask - quickly, efficiently and accurately to ensure a hassle free event.

We can supply and install a portable floor for every need. From simply protecting a surface from pedestrians, right through to the heaviest loads,
such as installing an access road for cranes and trucks. There is no limit to our expertise, we can even protect your surface from tanks!

Once we know the details of your event, we can recommend the right product.
If there are any concerns, a site inspection is recommended.
Your quote is then sent for approval and the job is booked in. We do the rest.
When the big day arrives - we handle everything - from unloading, to accurate
installation of the selected Profloor product, maintenance during the event
and efficient removal on completion.
The area is then completely cleared before handing over.
The site is left as we found it. The job is done.

light

medium

heavy

who and what does profloor protect?

highest quality

choose your colour

All surfaces, indoors and out, smooth and rough, flat or uneven benefit from
the kind of protection we provide. We protect stadium grass (or artificial grass)
from crowds dancing in their thousands or large groups of people walking and
running. We also cover timber basketball courts, playgrounds and other playing
surfaces. Protection from vehicle traffic is a common problem we solve every day.

Profloor products are made from the highest quality engineering grade
polymers to achieve maximum strength and performance. They are tested
for slip resistance, fire rating and turf protection qualities.

We supply a large range of standard colours and can make custom colours
to co-ordinate with logos or existing colour schemes.

Stadium grass.

Playing surfaces.

light, water and air circulation
Air flow

Light
Living Hinge System

Without Profloor.

With Profloor.

Sports surfaces and access ways.

Vehicle traffic.

Natural grass surface

Water drains

profloor product selector guide

pedestrian traffic

Pro-Floor ® EF
Event flooring
n
n
n

n

n

Versatile and light-weight flooring.
Rolls up for storage and handling.
Protects grass and other
sensitive surfaces.
Keeps grass alive by allowing air,
light and water transmission.
Corporate branding.

Whatever your surface, whatever your event... we have the perfect product to cover and protect it.

pedestrian traffic

Pro-Floor ® GP
Grass protection

Specifically designed as a cover
for stadium grass, golf courses
and turf clubs.
n Promotes grass growth.
n Special translucent polymer allows
light to permeate through the flooring.
n Grass can remain covered for
longer than PRO-FLOOR® EF.
n Variant of PRO-FLOOR® EF.
n

pedestrian traffic

Pro-Floor ® GLO
Glow in the dark
n

n

n

A glow-in-the-dark floor tile
that interlocks with all other
PRO-FLOOR® variants.
High visibility for night time
events to indicate the end of
seat rows, emergency exits and
illuminating a path to toilets.
Charges in sunlight, glows
up to 4hrs.

Pro-Floor ® IPS
Ice protection
n
n
n

n

Withstands temperatures -10°C.
Insulating underlay (non-stick).
Ice remains frozen even if room
temperture is 20°C+.
PRO-FLOOR EF floor top layer,
suitable for foot traffic, chairs,
tables and heavy static loads
such as cars.
®

Light-med vehiCLe traffic

PARKING CARS

pedestrian traffic

Pro-Floor ® MR
Garage flooring
n

n

n

Resistant to common automotive
fluids used such as petrol, oils,
brake and clutch fluids and
cleaning solvents.
Capable of withstanding high
static loads such as cars.
Keeps tools and people clean
and out of the paddock mud.

Pro-Track®

Portable roadway
n
n
n

n

n

Light-weight portable road.
Supports light-medium vehicles.
Protects natural grass and other
surfaces from being rutted by
wheel loads and traffic.
Hexagonal shape tiles that can
link together to form a roadway.
Provides clean access for vehicles.

MEDium vehicle traffic

Pro-Tech Mats®
Rapid deployment
n

n

n
n
n

Allows access for vehicles over
soft or boggy ground.
Supports the weight of cars, vans,
trucks and cranes.
Very tough and flexible.
Easy to use for rapid deployment
Portable rectangular mats that
can lock together.

MED-HEAVY vehicle traffic

Pro-Grid™

Pro-Zone®

Heavy duty platform
n

n

n

n

MED-HEAVY vehicle traffic

May be used as a road for heavy
slow moving vehicles.
Ideally suited to construction
traffic for sport stadiums.
Protects any underground
services.
Square tile that locks together
with a cam-lock system.

Ground reinforcement
n
n

n

n

n

Low cost and permanent.
Used for carparks and to stop		
soil erosion.
Individual tiles lock together and 		
placed over a prepared base.
Holes in the tiles are then filled 		
with an aggregate.
Soil and grass may then be overlayed.

HEAVY vehicle traffic

Pro-Max™

Heavy duty roadway
n

n

n

n

Supports huge loads such as buses,
trucks and cranes.
Maximum strength but still
light-weight.
Can stay over grass for 3 times
longer than aluminium panels
without turf damage.
Square, modular shape with
an interlocking underlay.

Typical uses:
Grass protection, Concerts,
Dance floors, Stadium Covers,
Pathways, Camping, Exhibitions,
Marquee floors, Building sites.

Typical uses:
Grass protection, Concerts,
Dance floors, Stadium Covers,
Pathways, Camping, Exhibitions.

Typical uses:
Grass protection, Concerts,
Dance floors, Stadium Covers,
Pathways, Pit garages,
Exhibitions, Marquee floors.

Typical uses:
Concerts, Dance floors, Ice rinks,
Exhibitions.

Typical uses:
Grass protection, Pathways,
Pit garages, Camping,
Exhibitions, Marquee floors.

Typical uses:
Stadium Covers, Pathways, Access
roads, Pit garages, Camping,
Marquee floors, Crane access,
Carparks, Building sites.

Typical uses:
Access roads, Crane access,
Building sites.

Typical uses:
Concerts, Stadium Covers, Access
roads, Exhibitions, Marquee floors,
Crane access, Carparks, Building
sites.

Typical uses:
Pathways, Access roads, Carparks,
Building sites.

Typical uses:

Surfaces covered:

Surfaces covered:

Surfaces covered:

Surfaces covered:

Surfaces covered:

Surfaces covered:

Surfaces covered:

Surfaces covered:

Surfaces covered:

Surfaces covered:

GRASS

DIRT

SAND CONCRETE GRAVEL ASPHALT SYNTHETIC

<29,000 kg/m2 (static)

Available in grey, green, black,
red, white, yellow, blue and taupe.

GRASS

GRASS

<29,000 kg/m2 (static)

Available in a translucent
creamy white colour.

DIRT

SAND CONCRETE GRAVEL ASPHALT SYNTHETIC

<29,000 kg/m2 (static)

Available in a translucent creamy
white colour with a hint of pale green.

GRASS

ICE

DIRT

SAND CONCRETE GRAVEL ASPHALT SYNTHETIC

<29,000 kg/m2 (static)

<29,000 kg/m2 (static)

Available in grey, green, black, red,
white, yellow, blue and special order.

Available in grey, green, black,
red, white, yellow, blue and taupe.

GRASS

DIRT

SAND

GRAVEL SYNTHETIC

3-5 tonnes per wheel

Available in grey, custom colours
on request.

GRASS

DIRT

SAND

GRAVEL SYNTHETIC

5+ tonnes per wheel

Available in natural and black,
custom colours on request.

GRASS

DIRT

SAND

GRAVEL SYNTHETIC

7+ tonne per wheel

Available in a beige
and grey.

GRASS

DIRT

GRAVEL

8+ tonne per wheel

Available in black.

Concerts, Stadium Covers, Access
roads, Exhibitions, Crane access,
Carparks, Building sites.

GRASS

DIRT

SAND

GRAVEL SYNTHETIC

10+ tonne per wheel

Available in grey, black, yellow and
white. Custom colours on request.

australia

europe

south america

distributors / agents

Profloor Portable Flooring P/L
7 Export Drive, Brooklyn,
Melbourne, Victoria 3012
Australia

Profloor Europe B.V.
Van Hilststraat 12
NL – 5145 RL
Waalwijk
The Netherlands

Profloor South America
Rua Gaivota 1633
Moema
Sao Paulo

Angola
Bahrain
Belgium
Croatia
Cyprus
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Guadeloupe F.W.I.
Hong Kong
Ireland
Italy
Kazakhstan
Kuwait
Lebanon

T: +61-3-9315 3411
F: +61-3-9314 3082
E: info@profloor.com.au
www.profloor.com.au

T: +31-416-74 71 13
F: +31-416-34 37 16
E: info@pro-floor.eu
www.pro-floor.com

T: +55-11-3042 0205
E: sales@profloor.net.br
www.profloor.net.br

Luxembourg
Singapore
Trinidad
Malta
Morocco
New Zealand
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Spain
Turkey
UAE
Ukraine
UK

the whole world plays and parties on profloor

